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Super Selection of Everything for your bar, gameroom, or kitchen...except the drinks.

• High quality bars, barstools and more, • Wine Racks • Game Tables •
Hundreds of designer fabrics, vinyls and leathers available with finishes and heights for every need!. • Plus matching chairs for the kitchen or dining room.

6331 N Federal Highway, Boca Raton, 561.989.9933
Tuesday - Saturday: 10:00AM - 6:30 PM | Sunday: Noon - 5
www.barstoolsandbeyond.com

Goode Interiors, Inc.
TRADITIONAL | TRANSITIONAL | CONTEMPORARY

THE ART OF TRANSFORMING HOUSES INTO LUXURIOUS HOMES!

Whether it’s a bedroom, kitchen, living room, or entire house in traditional, French, tropical, or contemporary style, Goode

Interiors’ inspired designs will transform the look of your home, while catering to your specific taste and needs!
- SHERRI GOODE, DESIGNER, ASID ALLIED MEMBER

11100 Blue Palm St., Plantation, FL 33324

| Office: 954.701.6149 | Fax: 954.475.8783

sherribgoode@yahoo.com | www.goodeinteriors.net

INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN ARTIST IS TURNING
HOMES INTO GORGEOUS GALLERIES!
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ART CUSTOMIZED FOR
HER CLIENTS!
What's best is that she creates art
and customizes every project according to her clients' tastes,
style, and needs. In short, she
turns a house into a home that reflects her clients' personalities
and specific tastes in art and
decor.

ntroducing Orna Amrani, a notable cultural human sculpture
artist has gained recognition for her innovative, three dimensional original creations which are on exhibit in galleries all
over the United States and abroad. She is well known, particularly
among the art community for her original works, which have received top awards.

ART IS IN HER GENES.
Orrna's artistic developments started at a
young age. She was born in Haifa, Israel, to
artistic parents; her mother created beautiful
drawings and sketches and her father, in his
spare time, sculpted with hard materials, including bronze and other metals, transfering
his talents to Orna. After graduating from
high school, she studied art at the University
of Haifa and served in the Israeli Air Force.

AN EYE FOR COLOR AND DECOR
What makes her talent so attractive to homeowners is her eye for color and coordinating
her paintings and sculptures with a home's
interior, making a house something to be
proud of.

Art By Orna Amrani
Now is Your Chance to
own an original painting
by Orna Amrani!
Phone: 954.722.0610
Cell: 954.290.5400
www.oamrani.com

SHADES OF BLUE
cover story

INTERIOR DESIGN Migena Gace
ASID Interior Designer,
M Design Studio, Naples, Florida
(239) 631-8883
ARCHITECT Adrian Karapici, AIA,
NCARB, Naples, Florida
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hen we were first asked to take
a look at this house for our
clients before they decided to
purchase it we didn't know what to expect.
The house needed a lot of work but the
"good bones" were there. The spaces had
very tall ceilings, large windows that allowed a lot of light and views through-out
the house and a beautiful curved staircase
leading to a partial second floor. It was a
text book description of what we designers call: "A diamond in the rough".

The house located in the Quail Creek
Community in Naples Florida, overlooking the magnificent 17-th fairway had
never seen an update since it was built 25
years ago. We were very lucky to have
had a great couple as client which we became friend at the end.

They made the process fun from the beginning. Their main goal was to renovate
the house into a fun space to celebrate and
entertain family and friends. With a lot of
family visiting from Michigan and West
Palm Beach they wanted to create
separate spaces for everyone to feel
comfortable but also feel that they were
all together.

Their goal was to live in a house that was
light and airy and decor didn't compete
with the golf views surrounding the
house. We decided to go with shades of
blues on creating the color scheme and
decor of interiors
-CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -
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Views, Views and more Views.
Light Sheers and recessed
shades were incorporated in all
the bedrooms windows to
allow the views not to be interrupted. All the dark stained
millwork, was painted in high
gloss finish paint. Nana doors
were installed on the golf side
to make the walls disappear
and letting the outside come in.

All the Furnishings were selected to complement the space
and not overpower it. Simple
lines and neutral fabrics were
used through out the interiors.
The goal was to create comfortable, casual spaces that look
luxurious. The moment you
walk in the house we wanted to
create the feeling of embracing
a fresh breath of air.

SOURCES

Hardwood Flooring: Hadingers
Flooring
Lighting and Art Work:
Wilson Lighting
Kitchen/ Cabinetry:
Fine Cabinetry of Naples
Painting and Trim:
Best Way Painting Inc.
Counter Tops: Cambria USA

FRESH CONTEMPORARY TOUCHES
IN A BOCA CONDOMINIUM
DESIGNER Toby Zack Designs
Phone (954) 967-8629
PHOTOGRAPHY Joe Lapayra

With clean lines and an uncluttered look this Boca Raton condominium reflects a
Philadelphia couple’s desire for an easy to live, uncomplicated getaway. The owners
wanted a sleek contemporary look that was achieved beautifully. The owners want
fitted Toby’s palate perfectly. Toby’s signature, classic modern approach keeps things
open and uncomplicated. The flooring is honed limestone in large squares for colored
walls and fabrics are contrasted with the liberal use of mahogany furnishings including
a console in the foyer and an Antoine Proulx table with A. Rudin chairs in the Dining
Area. Tone on tone fabric on the chairs and subtle pattern.

The master Bedroom
is done in a change of
color and style. The
owner wanted a more
traditional look. The
custom bed with light
blue silk head and
footboards accentuates the light blue
walls. A chaise with
BrunschwigsFils fabric
matches
the
draperies

Toby’s favorite room is
the Den. Cream walls
transition to chocolate
brown.
Deliciously
wrapped in glass cloth
wall covering the Den became a space of comfort
and style. Toby selected
custom low-set wood cabinets with stainless steel
trim for style, storage buffet space. The result of
Toby’s work created a
spectacular home for the
owners. They now enjoy
more than half a year here.
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TOBY ZACK

SPECIALIZING IN RESIDENTIAL DESIGN | LOBBY & CLUBHOUSE DESIGN | MODEL HOMES
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5940 SW 19TH ST, PLANTATION, FL 33317
T 954.967.8629 F 954.981.5384
www.houzz.com/pro/tobyzackdesigns/toby-zack-designs

LIC# 1826000762

ORGANIC LUXURY AT ST. ANDREWS
INTERIOR DESIGNER Olga Adler, Olga Adler Interiors, Delray Beach

(561) 617-0725

PHOTOGRAPHY Debra Somerville Photography

The house is set on a private lot allowing for beautiful views of carefully selected plantings without the need for
elaborate window coverings. As in
other rooms, original art sets the stage
for fascinating dinner time conversations.
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hen her clients purchased this new construction
estate home at the prestigious St. Andrew’s Country Club in Boca Raton, they gave Olga Adler just
a few months to transform the empty space into a warm and
functional family home. The designer was tasked with combining some of her clients’ existing possessions with new
purchases and custom creations, to create space that feels
both familiar and exciting.

Known for her use of striking light fixtures and original artwork, Adler designed custom clean-lined furniture and used
mostly solid neutral textiles to allow the colorful art and dramatic lighting do most of the talking. To accommodate adults
as well as kids and pets, Adler chose performance fabrics and
natural wool and silk rugs for a luxurious, casual and worryfree lifestyle.

In the formal living room, the custom sofa, chairs and 2 twin
ottomans seat eight. The colorful art stands out against the
neutral palette of white walls and light gray polished marble
floors. An oversized console table houses an impressive and
eclectic collection of decorative objects found over the years,
while the wall of windows overlooks the beautiful patio and
grounds.

In the dining room, a unique woven rattan base holds a round
glass top allowing the spectacular design to shine. Custom
Parsons chairs are upholstered in performance linen. A vintage-inspired sideboard fashioned after a travel trunk offers
ample space for buffet-style dining. The space is illuminated
by a spectacular chandelier adorned by hundreds of glass
drops suspended from an organic bronze frame, creating a
truly magical feel.
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In the master bedroom it’s all about
luxury and comfort starting with the
bed layered in silks and velvet for a
cloud-like feel, and the softer-thanbutter custom hand woven rug assuring a gentle bare foot experience.
Beautiful blush pink photograph
placed over the bed, complements the
soft color palette of cream, violet and
mauve set agains dark chocolate modern rattan furniture. A touch of animal
print on the ottoman ads a bit of excitement to an otherwise delicate
scheme. A cozy reading nook was
made for taking in the morning light
and views of the golf course.

“Without comfort, there is no luxury” says Adler, and “good design
should feed all the senses, be not only
a visual journey but also a highly
tactile experience, full of textural interest. - THE END -

SOCIALIZE WITH FRIENDS & FAMILY,
THE SAFE AND LUXURIOUS WAY...

A

LOOK INTO INVESTING IN YOUR BACKYARD PATIO

vacation spent in one's home country rather than

abroad, or one spent at home is a staycation. And with

this seemingly endless pandemic, staycations offer a

higher quality of life and lots of quality time with those you

love...in safety! Jeff Bender, owner of Sunniland Patio Furniture,
is enjoying a surge of business from those seeking to build their

sacred little space in the back of their homes to enjoy life with

friends and family. His selection of high quality patio furniture
is well appreciated and offers homeowners a “sense of

normalcy,” says Bender.

For many people, the summer of 2020 has been like no

other in recent memory. Public health restrictions caused by the

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic have led to can-

celled festivals, concerts and other events. Many vacations and

large celebrations have been limited or put on hold, which makes

enjoying an outdoor patio set ever so much more in need, socially

and emotionally. Outdoor leisure time has become an emotional

rescue as evince by the changes in local restaurant dining protocols.
Most restautants now offer patio dining for safe dining pleasure.
And Jeff Bender, owner of Sunniland, believes in the same concept.

"Why give up fun time with close friends and family when you can

transform your backyard into an outdoor space where dining and

good conversation can make these times feel normal," says Bender.
Sunniland proudly offers many well known high quality

brands of furniture such as Lloyd Flander's Hamptons Collection

and Aruba II Collection to name just a few, made in the USA. So

why not treat your family and friends to a well-deserved gathering
by turning your backyard and pool area into a veritable oasis. Pay

a visit to Sunniland the first chance you get. It promises to be a

breath of fresh air!

Sunniland is located at 6101 N Federal Hwy, Boca Raton, and
closes at 5:30 daily. (561) 997-7114 (see their ad on the back

page)
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DELIVERING AN EXCELLENT PRODUCT IN WORKMANSHIP & DESIGN
AMG Stone is a custom granite, marble and natural stone fabrication &
installation company servicing all of South Florida's residential and
commercial interest with the finest craftsmanship in natural stone.

SERVING ALL OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Office (954) 423-6600 | Mobile (561) 756-0740
Send drawings/templates/info: Fax (561) 988-8909
or email them to JNADEL1480@aol.com
www.amgstoneflorida.com

CGC License# 1522874
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